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somuch. Partly this was because St. Andrews had printed its material in
color(a clever marketing move). Everything else was black-and-white with
tiny,daunting print. I put St. Andrews at the top of my list. Maills godson,
JeffGoodman, my de facto older brother, who had been partially raised
byGrandma Vi in Billingham, offered to drive me around to some of the
placeson the list in his beat-up Mini to help me figure it out.

Without Jeff and his Mini, I would not have gone anywhere. Which is
ironic,as Jeffhimselfhad left school for an apprenticeship with British Ship-
buildersin Middlesbrough. As I was figuring out the application forms, he
wasworking in Cammell Laird shipyards in Liverpool and also Appledore
inDevon, filling in for labor shortages and fitting out new vessels.

AsI was touring around in Jeff's Mini scoping out my opportunities, Mr.
Davidson, Bishop Barrington's headmaster, decided that someone should
applyto Oxford. His motivation seemed to be competition with King James
I School,which was still benefiting from its former grammar-school status.
KingJameswas able to send the occasional student to Oxbridge even as a
comprehensiveschool. Mr. Davidson wanted to make his mark, at least with
one.He turned to me and a couple of other students with a "nothing ven-
tured, nothing gained" proposition. The others refused. Oxford required a
generalentrance exam, and there were a whole host of individual colleges
to contend with. How would we select one? After some consultation with
Mamand Dad, who were also of the opinion Why not?, I agreed to try.

Apart from Derek Foster, we didn't know anyone who had been to Ox-
ford. He had studied philosophy, politics, and economics (PPE), which
seemedto be the thing to do for members of Parliament. Not knowing any
better, I made a note of that as a possibility for studying there, as well as
French and English. Again, taking Russian from scratch did not seem to
be an option. There was, however, the problem of the entrance exam. From
whatwe understood, most schools had special preparatory classes for this.
No one had seen a sample of the exam before, but Mr. Davidson and Mr.
Everettgot hold of an old general exam, so we knew that it came in a little
booklet form and involved a series of essay questions. I ended up taking the
examat a table in the library surrounded by the poetry anthologies, with no
preparation whatsoever and Mr. Everett supervising me.

It was indeed the exam nightmare come to life. I still dream about it.



The first question was something to do with "Schopenhauer's theory of the
will:' At the time I had no idea who Schopenhauer was. I had never come
across him in my perusals of the encyclopedia. I figured he was a German.
At first I thought he might be a composer. I have no idea what I actually
wrote or what the rest of the questions were. The ideas are long gone, but I
have never forgotten the physical feeling of humiliation and panic, and the
realization that this exam was not designed for someone like me. It was ut-
terly mortifying.

The fact that I failed the entrance exam did not come as a surprise when
the letter arrived in the mail- but I was completely shocked to get an in-
vitation instead of an outright rejection. I was asked to come to Oxford to
Hertford College for a "matriculation offer" interview outside of the regular
process. Either someone had taken pity on me or they had seen a glimmer
of hope in my exam attempt. In any case, here it was, an entirely unexpected
second chance - another opportunity.

I was given a date and time to present myself for interview. If I needed to
stay the night, I could stay in a college room for free, but I had to buy a train
ticket and get myself to Oxford. This was not straightforward from Bishop
Auckland. It required several changes. It was also expensive. The ticket took
up all the money I had saved from my part-time jobs at this point. And I
had to find something to wear. What exactly did you wear for an interview
at Oxford? Mam whipped me up a dress from a bolt of fabric with a heraldic
pattern - Dad joked I could probably blend into the wallpaper in one of the
paneled rooms if I needed to. Grandma Vi bought me a "nice" (if you were
eighty) cardigan to wear on top of it from Marks & Spencer, which was hav-
ing a sale. It wasn't completely terrible, although my little black ankle boots
looked a bit out of place with the outfit. I just didn't have any money left for
anything else, so I would have to make do.

I managed to make it to Oxford on time for the interview. Hertford Col-
lege was near the Bodleian Library. Its buildings were joined together by
the famous and iconic Bridge of Sighs. It was beautiful, but so clearly out
of my league.

A college porter at the gates directed me to the interview, which would
take place in one of the professor's studies, up a narrow, paneled flight of
stairs. At the top of the stairs was a landing with a long wooden bench built
into the wall, facing the professor's door. Three girls were already sitting on
the bench. They looked me up and down, eyes taking in the heraldic pat-
tern but fortunately not lingering on the boots. I recognized one of them,



commented. But the frequency of the references told a different story. He
wasdeadly serious.

Queen Elizabeth II was another subject of envy as well as admiration,
because of the reverence accorded her at home and abroad and her fabu-
louswealth. In the 1980s the Queen had been one of the world's richest in-
dividuals and certainly the richest in the UK. She had been deposed on that
front in the new century by all kinds of billionaires at home and abroad, but
irrespective of this and the constraints on her actual political power, she
wasstill the Queen of England. She was the symbol of the state. Whenever
Trump looked into the Queen's, Orban's, Erdogan's, or Xi's eyes, or anyone
else'sof this vaunted global stature, he was seeking the reflection of himself.

Putin, even more than the others, was the ultimate international populist
in style, swagger, and potential wealth. Russia had more than its fair share
of billionaires - the emergence of the super-rich in Russia, the so-called
oligarchs, as well as in the United States and globally-was a major phe-
nomenon in the 2000S, but Putin was rumored to be the richest man in the
world,the billionaire to top all billionaires. Trump seemed to look up to Pu-
tin because of his wealth, and he admired the way Putin ran Russia like his
ownprivate company. People like Putin, who was simultaneously an auto-
cratand reputedly super-rich, were an elite of their own. This was the group
Trump wanted to see himself in - the internationally very rich, very pow-
erful, and very famous.

This was a troubling aspiration for an American president, to say the
least,and it had grim implications for an already struggling United States.
In Russia in the 1990S and early 2000S, those with the best political con-
nections (first to President Yeltsin and then to Putin) captured everything.
Russia'sbillionaire oligarchs grabbed the plum assets in key industries dur-
ing the government's privatization program and then moved money out
of Russia to banks and shell companies overseas. As a result, Russia (and
other former Soviet states) became kleptocracies, not just market econo-
mies,and eventually descended into authoritarianism. Oligarchs used their
enormous fortunes to bribe politicians and fight regulations and oversight,
thus undermining Russia's nascent democracy. They also evaded taxes and
deprived the state of revenues. Cronies - insiders to the Russian system-
werealways preferred to outsiders in big state contracts and other business
deals.They took advantage of those contracts to amass more wealth by pad-
ding out contract budgets with "creative billing" and bringing in their fam-
ilymembers and personal networks as staff or subcontractors.



fromtheir nominal political party. And they always blamed bad bureau-
cratsfor anything that went wrong.

Ironically,however, Putin was much more cautious than Trump in who
heblamed and how he whipped up division. Putin would never blame the
"deepstate;' for example. He was a product of the real deep state, having
walkedthe back corridors of the Soviet-era KGB to power. Putin ruled
Russiaas a state insider, unlike Trump, who wanted to rule America as an
outsider.Putin saw the state apparatus as a useful tool for wielding power;
Trumpsaw the state and its structures as an obstacle to his power games.

In part because he was such a consummate deep-stater, Putin was not
keenon militias. Independent paramilitary organizations could be danger-
ousin Russia, where the state always wanted to ensure the complete mo-
nopolizationof firepower. Putin reined them in at home, although he often
allowedthem to operate abroad as proxies for the state in conflicts in places
suchas Ukraine and Syria where he wanted to minimize regular Russian
militaryforces' exposure.

Unlike Trump, Putin also would never incite far-right groups against
minorities,many of whom were historically core to the Russian state and
hisown political support, including Russian Muslims and Jews and immi-
grantsfrom Central Asia. Russia gave the world the word "pogrom:' And
inRussia'simperial past, it was potentially explosive to provoke an ethnic
or religious riot. These usually got out of hand and resulted in large-scale
massacres.In modern times, someone from Putin's internal or external op-
positioncould theoretically whip up a pogrom and turn people against him
byexploiting divisions.

Thus, when Putin tried to sow or exploit division, he homed in on the
smallestand weakest possible groups, which were easy targets. These in-
eludedRussia'sLGBTQ community and tiny political opposition parties or
looseopposition movements that he dubbed "pro-Western, fifth-column
liberals:'And of course Putin played up the United States as an external en-
emywhich was - in his depiction - manipulating internal dissent in Rus-
siato bring the country to its knees.

Putin did not, like Trump, rail against the Russian government and gen-
erallyplay with the country's political, social, racial, and religious divi-
sionsto see what he could get out of it. Putin was always stressing unity
- one synthetic Russian culture and identity to overcome the conflicts of
thepast that had destabilized and helped to bring down both the Russian



empire and the USSR in the twentieth century. Putin had no desire to emu-
late Nicholas II or Mikhail Gorbachev, the czar and president who had both
lost their countries.

In sum, Putin's approach was a stark contrast to Trump's efforts to em·
phasize America's divides and pit political parties, politicians, social move-
ments, and racial and religious groups against each other in 2016and 2020.
Putin wanted one Russia. Trump wanted many Americas, not one.

This was a telling difference, and a critical one, because Vladimir Pu-
tin was only too happy to unleash the Russian security services to ex-
ploit America's divisions, playing up the many Americas and playing them
against each other, all with the goal of weakening the United States. In this
respect, Trump played right into Putin's hands.

After 2016, Trump was accused of being the "Manchurian candidate"
or "Russian candidate" - a puppet run by Vladimir Putin, who had stolen
the election for him. But despite the similarities in their approaches and
Trump's autocrat envy, I don't believe Trump was intentionally doing some-
thing for Putin or for anyone else. Trump was only ever concerned with
himself, as would become strikingly clear after the November 2020 election.

Of course, this is not what many people thought for most of his tenure.
Outside the White House - perhaps until the revelations from Bob Wood-
ward's tapes - it seemed hard for people to imagine that Trump was fixated
on authoritarians in general, not Putin in particular. I saw in multiple set·
tings how deference to the strongman was a persistent pattern across all of
Trump's interactions with world leaders. It was only against the backdrop of
Russian interference in 2016 that people outside the White House thought
it applied solely to Putin.

One episode in Trump's term, his meeting with Putin at Helsinki in July
2018, was broadly seen as the proof of Trump's complicity and collusion
with Putin and the Russian security services in 2016. Forme, it was instead
another example of Trump's autocrat envy, as well as the vulnerabilities in-
herent in his personal vanity and fragile ego. That distinction, however, did
not make the spectacle any easier to watch and endure.

The Helsinki meeting with Putin was supposed to be Trump's big arms-con-
trol summit, like the encounters between Gorbachev and Reagan in places
like Geneva, Switzerland, and Reykjavik, Iceland, in the 1980s. George



H.W Bush had met with Gorbachev for a summit in Helsinki in 1990, and
theFinns were glad to oblige again. They quickly got into the spirit of host-
ingan old-style high-level meeting.

President Sauli Niinisto lent his Presidential Palace in the heart of the
cityby the Helsinki port for the occasion. Crowds lined the streets from
the airport to the city when the Russian and U.S. presidents arrived. It
wasvery different from the "working visit" in London just a few days be-
fore.There were fewer insults and protests directed at President Trump, no
babyTrump balloon, and more enthusiasm for the possibility of another
U.S.-Russiansecurity breakthrough. Images of Ronald Reagan and George
H.W Bush meeting with Gorbachev for arms negotiations were shown on
screens in a continuous loop in the state rooms where we sat. The Finnish
president gave Trump a few tips on speaking to Putin and things to look
out for, in a breakfast meeting just before the summit. It was one of the few
times someone managed to penetrate with a bit of useful, objective advice.

When it came to nuclear weapons, Trump always had a pattern break
with the norm, which showed that he really cared about the topic. He was
genuinely interested and paid attention when nuclear issues came up, be it
withRussia, Iran, or North Korea. Here and there, when something like this
resonated with him and fit his personal interests and worldview, he would
perk up. Countering terrorism, striking back against aI-Assad when he used
chemicalweapons against the civilian population in Syria, trade tariffs, and
dealingwith China fell into that category.

Trump cared so much about the nuclear issue, indeed, that at times it
seemed to take the Russians by surprise. At Helsinki, in his one-on-one
meeting with Putin, Trump caught the Russian president making an inac-
curate assertion on the terms of extending the 2010 New STARTagreement.
President Trump brought it up at the lunch with cabinet members. Putin
was slightly embarrassed and had to walk his comments back and clarify.
Hisforeign minister, Sergey Lavrov,glared at him. The Russians had clearly
hoped to trip Trump up. By now everyone knew that Trump never paid at-
tention to his brief.

Even minor victories such as these were few and far between, however.
Trump'sfailure to read his briefs or to stick to the policy plan (even ifhe had
comeup with it in the first place) was a major liability in every aspect of na-
tional security affairs. Whenever he got to meetings and the conversation
started, it seemed like the first time he was hearing things from world lead-
ers.Having skipped the background notes, and sometimes even the bullet-



AFTERWORD
Creating Opportunity in the Twenty-First Century

While federal, state, and local governments, large foundations, and
wealthy individual philanthropists play critical roles in creating op-

portunities for underprivileged Americans, each of us as an individual actor
can help create what I describe in this book as the infrastructure of oppor-
tunity. The greater your wealth is, the more positional authority you have;
the more free time you enjoy and the larger your personal and professional
networks are, the more you can do. But everyone can and should playa role
in helping to break down barriers and even the playing field.

If you are a CEO or an executive of a corporation or other large organiza-
tion:

1. Create mentoring programs, job placement schemes, and intern-
ships that provide disadvantaged youth with opportunities to learn
and gain experience that will help them build the foundation for
long-term career success.

2. Demonstrate the courage to acknowledge, confront, and overcome
the systemic biases-racial, social, or gender-based-that are em-
bedded in your current recruiting, promotion, and compensation
practices.

3. Set aggressive hiring targets for women, minorities, and underrep-
resented groups, including those from low-income, working-class
backgrounds who are the first in their families to go to college. Re-


